SSR BACKGROUNDER

The Police
Roles and responsibilities in good security sector governance

About this series
The SSR Backgrounders provide concise introductions to topics and
concepts in good security sector governance (SSG) and security sector
reform (SSR). The series summarizes current debates, explains key terms
and exposes central tensions based on a broad range of international
experiences. The SSR Backgrounders do not promote specific models,
policies or proposals for good governance or reform but do provide further
resources that will allow readers to extend their knowledge on each topic.
The SSR Backgrounders are a resource for security governance and reform
stakeholders seeking to understand but also to critically assess current
approaches to good SSG and SSR.

About this SSR Backgrounder
This SSR Backgrounder is about the roles and responsibilities of police in
good security sector governance (SSG). Because of their special powers and
their proximity to the population, how the police do their work directly
affects the security of individuals and communities on a daily basis, as well
as the democratic character of the state itself. Although police organizations
differ in every country, this SSR Backgrounder explains how the same
principles of good SSG and democratic policing can be adapted to every
context.

This SSR Backgrounder answers the following questions:
 What are the police? Page 2
 What are typical features of effective policing? Page 3
 How does democratic policing contribute to good SSG? Page 4
 What are typical features of democratic civilian control of the police?
 How does SSR affect the police? Page 9

Page 6
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What are the police?
Police are the state security providers with the primary
task of protecting people and property through
public assistance, law enforcement, the control and
prevention of crime and the maintenance of public
order. Police are an integral part of the criminal justice
chain that links state security and justice provision through
the services of the wider justice sector, including court
systems, and corrections and penal facilities among others.
For more information on the place of the police in the
justice sector, please see the SSR Backgrounder on “The
Justice Sector”.
Police are generally the front line in public security
provision by the state, and thus the security provider
that the public most frequently encounter in their daily
lives. In order to fulfil their mission, police hold special
powers that – under specific, legally defined circumstances
– temporarily allow police to limit the exercise of basic
rights, to deprive people of their freedom and to use
force, including lethal force. Because of their powers
and their proximity to the public, how the police fulfil
their duties has a direct impact on security for
individuals and communities, as well as on the character
of the state.
Besides these common characteristics, police bodies vary
greatly among countries according to organization, internal
structure, mission and working methods. No two systems
of state policing are exactly the same, and each one
functions in a context determined by a unique combination
of historical, political, legal, social, cultural and economic
influences. Despite this variety of models, the principles of
good SSG can be adapted to reflect the specific context
and applied to every police organization. Applying the
principles of good SSG to policing is the goal of police
reform in the context of SSR. For more information on
SSR, please see the SSR Backgrounder on “Security Sector
Reform”.
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Police, policing and non-state actors The
police are typically the main state agency
responsible for domestic crime control and
prevention, but they are never the only actors
engaged in policing. “Policing” has a much
broader scope than state law enforcement,
because it includes all activities that uphold
the general social order and rules by which
a society lives. This means that state law
enforcement agencies, such as the police,
are important actors in policing, but other
state and non-state actors may also engage
in policing. Non-state actors who play a role
in upholding order through non-state policing
may include social or religious organizations,
armed groups, community groups, professional
associations and commercial security providers.
In many countries actors engaged in non-state
policing are more numerous, better trained,
better resourced and more powerful than the
state police or law enforcement agencies. For
this reason, the effects of their activities on
security sector governance should also be
taken into account in planning police reforms
and SSR activities. This backgrounder focuses
on the roles and responsibilities of state police
agencies in good SSG.
For more information on good SSG, please refer
to the SSR Backgrounders on “Security Sector
Governance” and “Gender Equality and Good
Security Sector Governance”.
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What are typical features of effective policing?
In the context of good SSG, police effectiveness means that
police organizations and personnel are empowered to
provide state and human security within a framework of
democratic civilian control, respect for rule of law and
human rights.
Police effectiveness depends not only on individual
police decisions, but also on the organizational context
and legal framework within which police work. For
example, police personnel cannot use their power
appropriately if the organization and hierarchy they work
within is corrupt, if the laws they enforce are outdated or
discriminatory, or if their own working environment is
hostile and discriminatory. For these reasons, it is important
to recognize that other security and justice actors have
responsibilities in enabling the police to perform effectively
and accountably.

Figure 1
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Ensuring that police are able to perform effectively in
contributing to good SSG depends on organizational
factors such as police management, administration and
internal control; other security and justice sector actors,
such as the executive authorities with overall policy
responsibility (for example ministries of interior or justice);
and the legislature, which determines the legal framework.
Independent and public oversight authorities also have an
important role to play because they verify the effectiveness,
credibility and legitimacy of public service provision by the
police; examples of these bodies are ombuds institutions,
independent police complaints authorities, civil society
organizations providing advocacy and support services,
and community groups, among others.
Figure 1 shows some of the typical sector-wide, organizational
and individual features of police effectiveness.

Typical features of police effectiveness

Security and justice sector
– L aws, policies, mission, stategies and plans are clearly articulated, well adapted
to context and consistent with rule of law, human rights and democratic policing.
– Responsibilities, hierarchies and mechanisms for interagency cooperation and
communication within the security and justice sectors are clearly defined.
– Police operational independence is protected within a framework of democratic
civilian control.

Police organization
– Organizational structures, policies, processes and resources are adapted to mandate.
– Professional standards of management, administation and internal control support
police service delivery.
– A work culture of public service delivery and equal opportunity for people of all
backgrounds supports a structured and disciplined working environment.

Police personnel
– Equal opportunity recruitment strategies select for appropriate education,
experience and appitude.
– Training and supervision throughout career ensure sufficient levels
of knowledge in general and specialized areas.
– Police attitudes and organization support high standards of police ethics,
discipline and integrity in public security provision.
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How does democratic policing contribute to good SSG?
Police contribute to good SSG when they perform their
duties effectively and accountably within the limits
of democratic civilian control, according to the rule
of law, and with respect for human rights. In contrast,
police that are ineffective and unaccountable pose a
danger to the state and the population through abuse
of authority, violence, corruption, discrimination and
incompetence. Police contribute to poor SSG and endanger
state and human security when they use their authority
outside the limits of democratic civilian control, against
the law or without respect for human rights.
From the point of view of good SSG, effective and
accountable police foster public and personal safety,
human rights protection, public order and the democratic
character of the state. Because the police can have such a
strong effect on state and society, there are certain
characteristics that are associated with policing in the
context of democracy, and these characteristics are referred
to as democratic policing (see Figure 2).
But democratic policing is often misunderstood.
– 
Democratic policing does not mean that the police
take an active role in politics: it means the police
do not play a role in politics, because they remain
neutral and impartial in exercising their powers
within a legitimate legal framework.
– 
Democratic policing does not mean that police
personnel have no political rights: as private
individuals, police personnel enjoy the same
human rights, including civil and political rights,
as everyone else, including among others the
right to vote freely. Professional standards should
guide police in separating their professional roles
from their personal and political views.
– 
Democratic policing does not mean that
the police are elected democratically: it means
the police serve under a government that is
chosen democratically with a mandate to make
law and policy. In rare cases, police officials are
chosen by democratic election, but this is a
matter of tradition and institutional organization
and not democratic policing.
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Community policing Community policing
is a style of policing popular in many countries
and among international police reform
programmes; many variations now exist,
including “community-orientated policing”,
“responsive policing”, “neighbourhood policing”
and “problem-solving policing”, among others.
The main idea of community policing is that
the police can best serve the community
by building trust and forming mutually
beneficial relationships. In operational terms,
typical community policing strategies involve
consulting
community
representatives,
creating local-level accountability mechanisms,
increasing public outreach, using specific
patrol patterns and decentralizing policing
structures. Despite its widespread popularity,
community policing remains controversial.
Criticisms focus on the potential for police
abuse and political repression when contact
between the police and community increases
without sufficient training or democratic
safeguards. Community policing is often
confused with police reform in general, or with
democratic policing, but despite some
similarities, they are not the same.

– 
Democratic policing does not mean that people can
task the police directly: it means the people task
the police indirectly through their democratically
elected government, which is responsible for
police management and oversight.
Democratic policing is based on the idea that police must
be both effective and accountable in public service
provision. But because the police are different in every
country, there is no fixed model for democratic
policing: a variety of policing configurations and
models are compatible with democracy and the
principles of good SSG. Police reform in the context of SSR
must ensure that the principles of democratic policing are
adapted to each context.
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Characteristics of democratic policing

Respect for rule of law
Police uphold the rule of law under a democratically elected civilian authority,
and in conformity with domestic and international law.

Respect for human rights
Institutionalized mechanisms ensure respect for human rights, including civil
and political rights and the equality of all men and women.

Accountability
Layers of internal control, supervision and external oversight hold individuals
and institutions to account for their behaviour within a framework of democratic
civilian control.

Transparency
Policies, strategies and decision-making over appointments, resources and
performance are open to public scrutiny and oversight, while operational
confidentiality is protected.

Clear legal roles and professional management
Missions, roles and responsibilities are defined in law and policy, open to public
scrutiny and include a separation between political and operational control.

Public service provision
Police approach their work in the spirit of public service, including equal
opportunity for men and women of all social and economic backgrounds, and
an institutional work culture based on public service.

Non-violent methods and minimum appropriate use of force
Non-violent approaches to law enforcement and public assistance are preferred.
Legitimate use of force is determined by law, and professional standards
emphasize restrained, proportional and adequate use of force.
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What are typical features of democratic civilian control
of the police?

Good security sector governance (SSG) and
security sector reform (SSR) Good SSG

Democratic civilian control helps make police both effective
and accountable. Police accountability and effectiveness
depend on a competent impartial authority measuring
police performance against clear expectations of behaviour,
and enforcing consequences where standards are not met.
Accountability and effectiveness also require well-trained
personnel with the willingness, ability and resources to
perform to professional standards of service delivery.

describes how the principles of good
governance apply to public security provision,
management and oversight. The principles of
good SSG are accountability, transparency, the
rule of law, participation, responsiveness,
effectiveness and efficiency.

These requirements must be met at every level of policing,
starting internally with the individual officers and police
managers responsible for operational control. The
requirements also apply to external oversight actors, such
as civilian bodies, civil servants, electoral representatives,
ministries and even the head of state. Making the police
more accountable and more effective is the goal of police
reform in the context of SSR and often means improving
internal control and external oversight of police. Figure 3
shows some typical features of internal police control and
external police oversight in the context of democratic,
civilian control.

The security sector is not just security
providers: it includes all the institutions
and personnel responsible for security
management and oversight at both national
and local levels.
Establishing good SSG is the goal of security
sector reform. SSR is the political and technical
process of improving state and human security
by making security provision, management
and oversight more effective and more
accountable, within a framework of democratic
civilian control, the rule of law and respect
for human rights. SSR may focus on only one
part of public security provision or the way
the entire system functions, as long as the goal
is always to improve both effectiveness and
accountability.
For more information on these core definitions,
please refer to the SSR Backgrounders on
“Security Sector Governance”, “Security Sector
Reform” and “The Security Sector”.
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Typical features of internal police control and external police oversight

Accountability and
effectiveness

Internal police control

External police oversight

Clear expectations:
rules and standards about
behaviour must be clear.

Professional standards:
set down in codes of conduct,
duty manuals, training,
protocols, procedures.

Legal framework:
constitutional and organic laws,
policies and plans conform
to national and international law.

Transparent information:
oversight provides sufficient
information to fairly attribute
responsibility.

Internal supervision:
record keeping, chain of
command, professional
standards and internal affairs
units.

External investigations and
reviews:
sufficient legal authority specific
to oversight actors; clear laws
on classification, freedom of
information, data collection.

Consequences:
competent authorities issue
punishment when expectations
are not met.

Internal discipline:
for minor offences, formal
reprimands, cautions,
reassignment, retraining,
demotion, suspension.

Judicial proceedings:
for serious offences, carried out
in independent civilian court.
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External police oversight within a framework of democratic
civilian control involves many actors playing specific roles
according to due process, and may occur:
1. before the police have taken an action
e.g. a review of policy,
2. during an activity
e.g. status of an ongoing programme,
3. after the event
e.g. review of action taken.

Figure 4

Typical features of a framework for democratic civilian control of police

Executive
The executive holds political control of the police,
determining police priorities, strategy and resources.
Sometimes these functions are delegated
to decentralized authorities or subordinate levels
of government.
Ministry or department
The executive may administer the police through a
ministry, through a subordinate department, through
an appointed board or through several layers of
administrative units at different levels of government.
In a democratic system, the police are never
administered directly by the prime minister or president.

Police boards
Community police boards are elected or appointed
from among or by the community to oversee police
service delivery and provide advice and information.
They can be local, regional or national in authority,
and may be independently responsible for police
administration or jointly together with state authorities.
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Oversight might also be direct (e.g. by the executive bodies
charged with police administration) or indirect (e.g. when
the legislature holds the executive accountable for its
management of the police). The roles and responsibilities
of police oversight actors within a framework of democratic
civilian control are different in every country because of
variations in police agencies and political systems, but
some typical relationships are summarized in Figure 4.

Judicial review
A constitutional judicial authority ensures that
executive and legislative initiatives concerning
the police conform with constitutional order and
national and international law.
Courts and judiciary
The justice system tries police personnel who violate
the law; monitors the use of special powers, for
example through warrants; and in some cases makes
recommendations to improve law enforcement.

Police
Police carry out their mandates as prescribed by law: internal control,
supervision and oversight procedures contribute to efficient and
effective mission performance. The police have operational control
of their activities.

Community
Individuals, civil society organizations and the media
engage in research, debate, advocacy, training, human
rights monitoring and other public oversight activities
that might be critical or supportive of the police and the
government’s law enforcement policies. Their public
scrutiny provides an essential form of oversight because
it represents a broader variety of views and needs from
men and women across the population. Police unions
might be an important part of civil society.
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How does SSR affect the police?

Legislature
Depending on the political system, the legislature or
parliament drafts or approves legislation, policy and
budgets affecting the police, holds the executive
to account for administration and policy, performs
oversight functions and provides a public forum for
political parties to deliberate on law enforcement
policy and activities. Some systems also have direct
police liaison mechanisms.
Committees
Committees oversee police activity and policy
at different stages – before, during and after
it comes into effect. They may conduct investigations,
question officials and ministers, and access classified
information as part of their duties. Their work
affects the legal framework within which police
function.

Police reform is often a priority for SSR because the
police are an important state security provider. Police
reform in the context of SSR can involve a broad range of
activities focusing on the effectiveness and accountability
of the police directly or any of the actors involved in police
management and oversight. Police reform tends to focus
on improving training and performance standards for
personnel, but standards among individual personnel
can only improve if the overarching institutional and
organizational environment allows them to perform as
training and standards dictate. This means that some of the
most important police reform activities might improve
front-line service delivery by focussing on institutional
aspects of police organisation, such as human resources,
management, record keeping and administration. Ensuring
that legal frameworks for crime prevention and control are
up to date and adapted to the security context is also a
precondition for the police to be effective and accountable.
Police reform can also involve working with communities
to improve relationships with police.
The relationship between the police and other justice
sector actors is always a crucial concern in police reform
because improvements in one part of the criminal
justice chain will only cause new problems elsewhere if
reforms are not dealt with in a holistic way: for example,
improving police arrest rates may cause delays and backlogs
in the court system and lead to higher rates of pre-trial
detentions in prisons if there is no commensurate
improvement in sector-wide capacity.
For more information on SSR, please refer to the SSR
Backgrounder on “Security Sector Reform”.

Independent oversight bodies
Special statutory institutions oversee aspects of police
activity that fall within their mandate; examples are
human rights commissions, independent complaints
authorities, ombuds institutions, financial audit bodies
and anti-corruption commissions, among others.
They may have powers to investigate, report or make
binding recommendations.
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Further resources
For introductory overviews of police work in comparative
global perspective:
– Alan Wright
Policing: An Introduction to Concepts and
Practices
(London: Routledge, 2002).
– John Casey
Policing in the World: The Practice of International
and Transnational Policing
(Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 2010).

For more information on democratic policing and good SSG:
– Senior Police Adviser to the OSCE Secretary General
Guidebook on Democratic Policing
(Vienna: Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe, 2008).
– David H. Bayley
Changing the Guard: Developing Democratic
Police Abroad
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
– Maja Daruwala, Devika Prasad, Swati Mehta,
Maria Laura Canineu, Janine Rauch
Police Accountability: Too Important to Neglect,
Too Urgent to Delay
International Advisory Commission of
the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, 2005.

For an overview of police reform in the context of SSR:
– OECD Development Assistance Committee
Section 7.5: Police Reform
in OECD DAC Handbook on Security System Reform:
Supporting Security and Justice (Paris: Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2007,
pp. 163-181).
– DCAF
Toolkit on Police Integrity
(Geneva: DCAF, 2012).
– DCAF-ISSAT online e-learning course
Police Integrity
available through the DCAF-ISSAT website:
http://issat.dcaf.ch
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For a breakdown of police reform with respect to gender
and SSR:
– Tara Denham
Tool 2: Police Reform and Gender
in Gender and Security Sector Reform Toolkit,
Megan Bastick and Kristin Valasek (eds)
(Geneva: DCAF, OSCE/ODIHR, UN-INSTRAW, 2008).
– Megan Bastick
Integrating Gender into Internal Police Oversight
(Geneva: DCAF, OSCE, OSCE/ODIHR, 2014).

More DCAF SSR resources
– DCAF publishes a wide variety of tools, handbooks
and guidance on all aspects of SSR and good SSG,
available free-for-download at www.dcaf.ch
Many resources are also available in languages
other than English.
– The DCAF-ISSAT Community of Practice website
makes available a range of online learning resources
for SSR practitioners at http://issat.dcaf.ch
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DCAF, the Geneva Centre for Security Sector
Governance, is an international foundation whose
mission is to assist the international community in
pursuing good governance and reform of the security
sector. DCAF develops and promotes norms and
standards, conducts tailored policy research, identifies
good practices and recommendations
to promote democratic security sector governance,
and provides in‐country advisory support and
practical assistance programmes.
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Download DCAF’s SSR Backgrounders App
A comprehensive resource on the fundamentals of
good security sector governance and reform including:
SSR Backgrounders: short introductions to key topics
in security sector governance and reform.
SSR Papers: cutting edge analysis of the latest trends
in security sector governance, written, reviewed and
edited by reform specialists.
DCAF Resources: a selection of our best practical guidance
for reform practitioners including handbooks, toolkits and
guidance notes in a wide range of languages.
The app offers:
– one-time download resources for full offline access
– a choice of two reading modes for clearer text and
better zooming
– optimized iOS and Android formats that perform fast
but are light on data and storage

Free download from the Apple App Store or
the Google Play Store.

